CurrCtrl-KSCM Conference Call--Notes
February 19, 2014

Present: Ellen HawCC, Terri WOA, Pete LEE, Kathlen KAU, Kahele UHMC, Kevin WIN, Ryan and Wendy MAN, Susan Pope KAP; --HIL, --HON, Thanh, Susan Nishina, April

1. Curriculum Central Update—
   a. ITS is working on fixing access for ordinary users
   b. Foundations function is still being worked on

2. Step One categorization; see PowerPoint circulated by Thanh on 2/19; attached to these notes.
   a. CCCM document provides the terms (e.g., course alpha) embedded in Curriculum Central
   b. Slide 9: gold = CCCM terms; pale green for eventual system terms
   c. Slide 13: Add jippolit, delete awayaj ; correct grossp
   d. Susan Pope shared a Banner screenshot, attached.

3. Homework between now and March 3 meeting:
   a. Individual campuses need to notify whether the campus plans to make any changes in items/language in Curriculum Central. Please email thanhg@hawaii.edu and komenaka@hawaii.edu in the next day or two
   b. Please review your items in the context, consider terms, reconsider categorizing items to be consistent with other campuses. The first nine categories are to be the common core, with campus-specific questions assigned to campus categories.
   c. Use CC’s message board to discuss Step 2—
      [http://curriculumcentral.its.hawaii.edu:8080/central/core/lgn.jsp](http://curriculumcentral.its.hawaii.edu:8080/central/core/lgn.jsp)
      log in using campus admin password, click on Home tab
   d. Thanh will develop and circulate a matrix comparing CCCM terms and Banner terms so that we can address the question of whether to familiar CCCM terms or Banner terms should be used in KSCM, or a combination.

4. Next meeting: March 3, 2014, Monday, 1-4 pm, Bachman 113. Polycom connections will be arranged by Melissa for Kauai, Maui, Hawaii, and Oahu campuses whose reps cannot participate in person.